Fluid Overload in Critically Ill Patients with Acute Kidney Injury
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Abstract
Fluid overload may occur in critically ill patients as a result of aggressive resuscitation therapies. In such circumstances, persistent fluid overload must be avoided since it does not benefit the patient while it may be harmful. In the septic patient, early volume expansion seems to be beneficial. Beyond that threshold, when organ failure develops, fluid overload has been shown to be associated with worse outcomes in multiple disparate studies. One well-designed randomized controlled trial showed the benefit of a conservative fluid management strategy based on limited fluid intake and use of furosemide in such patients. Use of diuretics should be only short term as long as it is effective, generally at high doses, while avoiding simultaneous utilization of nephrotoxins such as aminoglycosides. Multiple randomized controlled trials have not shown benefit in the use of diuretics, either to prevent AKI or to treat established AKI. If fluid overload (defined as fluid accumulation >10% over baseline) develops and the patient does not respond to diuretics, persistent use of these drugs will only lead to a delay in the initiation of dialysis or ultrafiltration and an increased risk of negative patient outcomes. In that setting, early initiation of continuous renal replacement therapies may be preferable.

Introduction

The incidence of acute kidney injury (AKI) among critically ill patients is as high as 20% [1, 2]; diagnosis of this condition is difficult and, often, late. Devoid of effective therapeutic ways to restore renal function, clinicians are limited to ensure optimization of fluid volume and composition [3], and to provide hemodynamic, nutritional support and renal replacement therapy (RRT) when indicated [4] while awaiting spontaneous renal recovery.

Oliguric AKI, commonly attributed to a more severe degree of renal injury, is associated with worse survival than the nonoliguric form [5]. In an attempt to control fluid overload, managing clinicians often endeavor to restore diuresis, expecting that the conversion from oliguric to nonoliguric renal dysfunction will improve patient outcome. In reality, response to diuretics only indicates lesser severity of disease; diuretics do not improve func-
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Critically Ill Patients without AKI

In a landmark randomized controlled trial (RCT) performed by Rivers et al. [23], a highly protocolized resuscitative approach (early goal-directed therapy; EGDT) was compared to conventional management in 263 emergency department patients admitted with sepsis-induced hemodynamic compromise. This treatment bundle formed the basis of the Surviving Sepsis Campaign guidelines [24]. Confirmatory EGDT studies are currently being carried out in a larger, multicentric 5-year RCT of alternative resuscitation strategies for septic shock (the ProCESS trial, ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier NCT00510835). This study is currently assessing the reproducibility of the initial findings. In the meantime, variations of this strategy are widely applied around the world [25].

The EGDT, conducted for 6 h in the emergency department, involved adjustments of cardiac preload, afterload, and contractility to balance oxygen delivery with oxygen demand. Central venous pressure, mean arterial pressure, and central venous oxygen saturation were corrected to predetermined targets. A major aspect of the protocol included initially aggressive volume administration. While the total amount of volume administered within the first 72 h was approximately the same in both arms (a mean of 13,357 ± 7,729 vs. 13,443 ± 6,390 ml), patients randomized to EGDT received the majority of volume within the first 6 h, and patients on standard therapy received the infusion between 7 and 72 h after admission. Rather than the amount of volume administered, the critical difference was the timing of the administration: early up-front aggressive resuscitation was effective, but late and excessive fluid administration was associated with worse survival at hospital discharge, 30 and 60 days. The survival difference was significant in patients with septic shock and severe sepsis but not in those with sepsis syndrome.

The mean serum creatinine in both groups was 2.6 mg/dl at baseline, suggesting a high incidence of AKI even before fluid administration began, although inclusion of end-stage renal disease patients could partly explain the elevated mean serum creatinine at baseline. A significant percentage (more than 20%) of patients had pre-existing renal insufficiency, placing them at increased risk for the development of AKI.

Rivers et al. [23] did not specifically report the percentage of patients with AKI at entry and the subsequent development of AKI (including the need for renal replacement therapy) after treatment interventions. As severe sepsis and septic shock have been shown to be risk factors for AKI [26, 27] and in view of the relatively high mean baseline serum creatinine, a reasonable assumption is that AKI progressed in a significant percentage, with many eventually requiring renal replacement therapy. Based on the volume of fluid used for resuscitation, the possibility that many patients, especially in the conventional management group, needed dialysis driven by AKI and fluid overload is concerning. The clinical implications of fluid overload in sepsis syndromes (see below) raise questions about the EGDT study.

Alsous et al. [14] retrospectively evaluated the effect of fluid overload on outcome in septic shock in 36 patients.
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Mortality outcomes were adjusted for age, baseline APACHE II score, SOFA score on days 1 and 3, and the need for mechanical ventilation. For patients in whom a net negative fluid balance of at least 500 ml could be achieved within the first 3 days of ICU hospitalization, survival was 100%. Conversely, survival of patients in whom net negative fluid balance could not be attained was only 20%. During the 7-day analysis period, daily fluid balance on average was always more positive among patients who died than those who survived. From day 2 to day 7, surviving patients essentially attained neutral fluid balance on a daily basis, while nonsurviving patients had mean positive fluid balance ranging from 1 to 4 liters per day. The differences between surviving and nonsurviving patients were greatest (approximately 3.5–4 liters) on days 2 and 3.

Combining aspects of both the Rivers and Alsous [14, 23] studies, Murphy et al. [15] recently performed an observational analysis of 212 patients who developed acute lung injury in the setting of septic shock. These investigators assessed the effects of timing of fluid resuscitation and control of fluid balance on patient outcome. Adequate initial fluid resuscitation was achieved by administration of an initial fluid bolus of ≥20 ml/kg prior to and a central venous pressure of ≥8 mm Hg within 6 h after the onset of vasopressor therapy. Conservative late fluid management was defined as neutral or negative fluid balance on at least 2 consecutive days during the first 7 days after the onset of septic shock.

Patients meeting both the initial resuscitation and fluid balance criteria showed the lowest hospital mortality, while patients meeting only one or neither of these criteria had significantly worse outcomes. Hospital mortality in patients meeting both criteria was 18.3%, compared with 77.1% among those meeting neither (p < 0.001) (fig. 1). Consistent with the Alsous study, daily fluid balance in nonsurviving patients was significantly greater (and always positive: +2,500 to +1,000 ml) than in surviving patients (+1,300 to −500 ml) on days 3–7, while surviving patients achieved zero daily fluid balance on day 4. Moreover, cumulative fluid balance differed significantly between nonsurviving and surviving patients during the same time period (day 7 values +13.7 and +8.0 liters, respectively). Multivariate regression analysis demonstrated that the inability to achieve conservative late fluid management (a likely surrogate for fluid overload) was an independent mortality risk factor (adjusted OR 6.13; p < 0.001).

In a multicentric observational cohort including 198 ICUs from 24 European countries (the Sepsis Occurrence in Acutely Ill Patients (SOAP) Trial), Vincent et al. [16] compared clinical parameters of 1,177 septic with 1,970 nonseptic patients. Fluid balance was assessed within the first 72 h of ICU admission, with mean cumulative fluid balance in the septic group during this period being +1.8 vs. +0.5 liters in the nonseptic group. Multivariate regression analysis demonstrated that mean fluid balance during this time period was a significant independent outcome predictor: each 1-liter increase in cumulative fluid balance was associated with a 10% increase in risk of death.

The above three studies [14, 16, 23] conducted in septic patients, along with studies performed in other patient populations [17–19], suggest that a positive fluid balance adversely impacts clinical outcomes. Unfortunately, as observational studies, these reports can only establish an association rather than a causal relationship. A recent RCT involving patients with acute lung injury provides substantive evidence of the deleterious effect of fluid overload in critically ill patients. In the Fluid and Catheter Treatment Trial (FACTT) performed by the ARDS Clinical Trial Network investigators [28] with a 2 × 2 design, one intervention was the use of a pulmonary artery catheter or a central venous catheter for hemodynamic management. The other intervention was the use of a ‘conservative’ or ‘liberal’ fluid management strategy over a 1-week intervention period. The primary endpoint was 60-day mortality while secondary endpoints included ventilator-free days and organ failure-free days. Fluid administration and the use of vasoactive agents and fu-
rose

eral with a complex defined protocol. Approximately 500 patients comprised each of the two fluid management arms. After a week, the average total fluid balance in the conservative group was +8,922 ml (p < 0.001).

Although survival at 60 days was not significantly different between the two groups, a number of other outcome parameters differed significantly:

- Ventilator-free days and ICU-free days were both significantly higher in the conservative group.
- Cardiovascular failure during the first week occurred at a significantly higher rate in the liberal group than in the conservative group.
- The percentage of patients requiring dialysis at 60 days in the conservative group was lower than in the liberal group (10 vs. 14%; p = 0.06).

Although not specifically stated, the most likely dialysis precipitant in the liberal group was fluid overload, given the large net positive fluid balance that occurred in these patients.

Critically Ill Patients with AKI

As noted above, an association between fluid overload and increased mortality [10–12, 29] in critically ill pediatric patients with AKI has been established by several studies. A recent study [13] performed in the adult AKI population not only confirms this association but also elucidates the detrimental impact of AKI on fluid balance.

Payen et al. [13], extracting data from the above referenced SOAP study, analyzed the influence of patient characteristics and fluid balance on the outcome of AKI in critically ill patients. Of the 3,147 patients included in the SOAP study, 36% had AKI during their ICU stay, with a 60-day mortality of 36% compared with 16% among non-AKI patients. Oliguria (diuresis <500 ml/day), need for RRT, fluid overload and late initiation of RRT (>2 days after ICU admission) were associated with worse outcome. In patients with AKI, mean daily fluid balance was more commonly positive among non-survivors than among survivors.

Among the 1,120 septic patients who developed AKI in the SOAP Study, these investigators reported that mean daily fluid balance was significantly more positive in AKI patients who died compared with those who survived (0.98 ± 1.50 vs. 0.15 ± 1.06 liters/24 h; p < 0.001). Multivariate regression analysis demonstrated that mean daily fluid balance was a significant and independent mortality predictor: a 1-liter positive fluid balance per 24 h was associated with an approximate 20% increase in mortality risk. Finally, mean daily fluid balance was found to be significantly greater in oliguric patients versus non-oliguric patients (0.62 ± 1.33 vs. 0.27 ± 1.23 liters/24 h; p < 0.01) and in dialyzed patients versus nondialyzed patients (0.60 ± 1.50 vs. 0.39 ± 1.21 liters/24 h; p < 0.01).

A recent study from the PICARD group in the US further establishes an association between fluid overload and mortality among critically ill adult AKI patients [30]. This trial was an observational study in which fluid status was estimated quantitatively in 610 AKI patients. Of these patients, approximately two-thirds (396 patients) required some form of dialysis. Fluid balance was estimated by measuring the sum of all fluid inputs (e.g. intravenous fluids, medications, nutrition) and the sum of all fluid outputs (e.g. urine, stool, nasogastric fluid). On a daily basis, 'fluid accumulation' was calculated as the difference in these sums divided by the body weight at the time of hospital admission. Measurements started 3 days before nephrology consultation and continued until hospital discharge. The study defined 'fluid overload' as a fluid accumulation value of greater than 10% (i.e. the point at which a patient sustained a fluid-related weight gain of 10% from baseline).

The patients who met the 10% fluid overload criterion at the time of AKI diagnosis were more critically ill than patients with lesser degrees of fluid accumulation, as shown by higher APACHE III and SOFA scores, number of organ failures, and percentage of patients with respiratory failure, ventilator dependence, and sepsis or septic shock. It should be noted that the outcomes reported were adjusted for this greater illness severity in the fluid overload group. The following results were reported:

1. Effect of fluid overload on survival both in patients treated with dialysis and patients treated conservatively: For the patients who received dialysis (either IHD or CRRT), in whom fluid status was assessed at the time of dialysis initiation, survival was significantly higher in those patients without fluid overload (fluid accumulation <10%) than in patients with fluid overload. Likewise, in those patients not treated with dialysis, fluid overload at the time of AKI diagnosis was associated with lower survival.

Patients achieving negative fluid balance ('loss') had substantially lower 60-day mortality than patients who had positive fluid balance ('gain'). For each weight change class, the mortality of dialyzed patients was significantly greater than that of nondialyzed patients, consistent with greater illness severity in the former group and suggest-
ing the existence of a dose-effect relationship. The length of time patients remained in a fluid overloaded state while being treated with dialysis also was a significant determinant of mortality. There was a stepwise increase in mortality as the percentage of dialysis days in a fluid-overloaded state increased from 0% (mortality, 18%) to 100% (mortality, 62%). One potential interpretation of these data is that duration of fluid overload is a surrogate for the effectiveness of its correction by a particular dialysis modality.

(2) Superiority of CRRT over IHD in achieving net fluid removal in critically ill AKI patients (fig. 2): Consistent with a greater degree of illness severity, fluid overload at the initiation of therapy was substantially higher in the CRRT group (mean value, approximately 14%) compared with the IHD group (approximately 11%). This notwithstanding, net daily fluid removal with CRRT resulted in a progressive decrease in mean fluid accumulation to approximately 8% after 10 days. Conversely, this mean fluid accumulation progressively increased over time in the IHD group, reaching approximately 18% after 10 days. These data clearly indicate that IHD is generally incapable of managing fluid balance in critically ill AKI patients who require large fluid volumes (typically 4 liters or more per day) on an obligate basis.

Finally, the study also found that the extent of fluid overload during AKI influences renal recovery. Patients with fluid overload at the time of their highest serum creatinine were significantly less likely to recover renal function than those patients without fluid overload.

The PICARD Study establishes a clear association between fluid overload, increased mortality and decreased renal recovery in critically ill adult AKI patients. The study shows not only that the extent of fluid accumulation influences survival, but also that the duration of fluid overload in dialyzed patients worsens outcomes. The latter finding suggests that the ability of each dialysis modality to achieve net fluid removal may be an indirect determinant of outcome.

The relevance of this finding is also highlighted by the superior effectiveness of CRRT in achieving net fluid removal when compared to IHD, corroborating previous data [31] and further raising questions about the appropriateness of using IHD in critically ill AKI patients. The widespread acceptance of this criterion is shown in the design of the ATN trial [32] where in reflection of current US practice, CRRT was considered almost exclusively the appropriate RRT modality in the hemodynamically unstable critically ill patient with AKI [4].

The PICARD Study reinforces the role of fluid as an AKI ‘biomarker’, as recently proposed by Bagshaw et al. [22], and alerts the clinical community that rather than being an innocuous process without clinical consequences, fluid overload constitutes a potentially ‘toxic’ phenomenon that independently influences patient outcome. Additional prospective studies are necessary to further clarify the relationship between fluid overload and outcomes in critically ill AKI patients.

**Fluid Overload: A Marker or a Pathogenic Mechanism?**

The studies discussed above illustrate the conundrum faced by physicians managing hemodynamically unstable, usually septic patients. Fluid administration has long been and is still widely used in the management of shock. As discussed, a recent well-designed, single-center RCT [23] has shown that early, goal-directed therapy (EGDT) of the septic patient is associated with significantly improved survival at 28 and 60 days postadmission. On the other hand, in apparent contradistinction to these findings, fluid overload is now shown to be independently associated with worse patient outcomes in critically ill adults [13, 22, 30] and children [10, 12]. Oliguria can no longer be considered an automatic indication for volume expansion because although fluid expansion can in some circumstances prevent AKI in volume-contracted patients, this approach has often been shown to be associ-
ated with worse outcomes [13, 28, 33]. Moreover, fluid overload may be the determinant of increased mortality among patients experiencing a decrease in serum creatinine after cardiac surgery [34] and be the reason why in severe AKI, a lower serum creatinine is paradoxically associated with worse prognosis [35].

Finally, several emerging data lines suggest that the approach to overall fluid and hemodynamic management in the setting of septic AKI may need reevaluation [27, 36, 37]. Conventional wisdom and traditional teaching have been that ischemia due to relative hypoperfusion is the predominant mechanism underlying septic AKI. However, recent studies suggest septic and nonseptic AKI have different pathophysiology and challenge the dictum that the former condition is largely mediated by renal hypoperfusion. As such, the rationale for aggressive fluid administration in septic AKI beyond the initial resuscitation phase, as part of routine hemodynamic management and for the express purpose of ameliorating renal ischemia, should be questioned.

Except for the EGDT [23] and FACTT [28] studies, all the studies correlating fluid status and mortality are retrospective. Therefore, it remains to be established whether fluid overload is a causal mechanism or a marker of more severe disease [22, 35]. The problem is further compounded by our inability to reliably measure fluid status and to predict cardiac output changes when preload is modified [3, 38]. Moreover, resuscitation protocols are not standardized [8] and there is considerable debate as to the optimal approach to fluid and hemodynamic man-

---

**Factors influencing fluid management in acute lung injury**

- **Acute inflammatory insult**
  - Sepsis, pneumonia
  - Aspiration, pneumonia
  - Transfusion, or other

- **Ebb phase**
  - Sodium and water conservation
  - Hypovolemia, vasoconstriction
  - Myocardial suppression
  - Increased metabolic demands
  - Impaired tissue use of oxygen

- **Organ dysfunction**
  - Acute lung injury

- **Established acute lung injury**
  - Shock reversal and volume-replete intravascular space
  - Anemia for water and sodium
  - Low plasma oncotic pressure
  - Increased lung water

- **Coexisting conditions and considerations**
  - Unresolved shock and inflammation
  - Renal failure
  - Myocardial dysfunction
  - Endocrinopathies, hypothyroidism, adrenal dysfunction
  - Prolonged need for mechanical ventilation (increased antidiuretic hormone)
  - Preeclampsia (increased retention of sodium and water)

- **Flow phase**
  - Conservation of fluids, diuresis, or both; close monitoring of electrolytes and volume status

- **Conservative vs. liberal fluid strategies**
  - First 6 h
  - Dynamic measures of volume responsiveness
  - Ultrafiltration hemofiltration

- **Identification and treatment of coexisting conditions**

- **Death**

**Fig. 3.** Proposed time course for fluid balance in acute kidney injury. Modified from Rivers [39].
management in critical patients with AKI. The recent observations of the PICARD group [30] further give credence to the concept that fluid overload is an independent risk factor for mortality.

These considerations are especially relevant to septic patients, who consistently develop AKI despite fluid expansion [22], and in whom fluid challenges further deteriorate respiratory function. Evaluating the relationship between fluid status and AKI among septic patients, Van Biesen et al. [21] found that septic patients developing AKI show elevated central venous pressure beginning with the first day of sepsis, indicating either cardiodepression or intrarenal hypoperfusion. These patients develop AKI despite fluid loading, suggesting that such challenges should be avoided if they do not lead to improvement in renal function or if oxygenation deteriorates.

These apparently conflicting observations are better understood when seen in the perspective of the time-course of disease [39] (fig. 3). Thus, while septic patients may initially (within the first 6 h) benefit from aggressive volume resuscitation, as disease progresses and system failure develops, a more conservative fluid management strategy is warranted, often including the use of diuretics as long as effective. Given the difficulties in assessing volume status with routine static measures of preload, dynamic techniques for assessment of volume status, such as leg elevation or pulse pressure variation [38, 40, 41] are most useful at this stage.

If the patient continues to deteriorate and additional organ failures develop, diuretic responsiveness typically ceases. At that time, rather than prolonging ineffective diuretic treatments [8], early institution of ultrafiltration/renal replacement therapy is usually necessary to avoid the negative impact of fluid overload [4]. Renal replacement techniques such as CRRT offer the best hemodynamic stability in this setting, and facilitate fluid management without hypotension and further renal injury.

As remarked by Rivers [39], fluid may be a friend when appropriately titrated during resuscitation or the ebb phase of acute lung injury but excess fluid becomes an enemy when it is no longer physiologically needed. Conservative fluid management during the established phase of acute lung injury is just as important as titrated liberal administration during the acute phase of the inciting insult. Surgeons have long been aware of this fact, as pointed out by Moore and Shires [42] many decades ago: ‘The objective of care is restoration of normal physiology and normal function of organs, with a normal blood volume, functional body water and electrolytes. This can never be accomplished by inundation.’

**Conclusions**

In the critically ill patient, persistent fluid overload must be avoided: It does not benefit the patient and there is evidence that it may be harmful.

In the septic patient, early volume expansion seems to be beneficial [8, 39]. Beyond that threshold, when organ failure develops, fluid overload has been shown to be associated with worse outcomes in multiple disparate studies. One well-designed RCT [28] showed the benefit of a conservative fluid management strategy based on limited fluid intake and use of furosemide in such patients.

Use of diuretics should be only short term as long as it is effective, generally at high doses, while avoiding simultaneous utilization of nephrotoxins such as aminoglycosides. Multiple RCTs have not shown benefit in the use of diuretics, either to prevent AKI or to treat established AKI.

If fluid overload (defined as fluid accumulation >10% over baseline) develops and the patient does not respond to diuretics, persistent use of these drugs will only lead to delay in the initiation of dialysis or ultrafiltration and an increased risk for negative patient outcomes. In that setting, early initiation of continuous renal replacement therapies may be preferable [4].
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